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104. The Confederate Hundred. Richard Harwell
107. The Civil War Virginia (2). Chet Hearn
108. The History of White Deer Township, Colonial Days to Present. Arna Dershem
110. The Devil in The Church and His Snares laid to Destroy our Public Schools.
111. Great Disasters and Horrors in the World's History. AH Godbey
113. Art of the Knife. Joe Kertzman
115. Mig Alley . . . And Kill Migs. Larry Davis & Lou Drendel
116. Twenty Days. Dorothy & Philip Kunhardt
118. Civil War Memorial. The Cayuga County Civil War Memorial Association
120. History of the Eberharts in Germany and the United States. Rev. Uriah Eberhart
121. G'shbos Und Arnsht, Pennsylvania German Poetry and Prose. Solly Hulsbuck
125. A Pennsylvania German Grammar. Albert Buffington & Preston Barba
126. Dictionary of American Folklore. Marjorie Tallman
127. A Dictionary of the Non-English words of the Pennsylvania-German Dialect. Marcus Lambert
128. Individual Open Salts. Allan & Helen Smith
129. Illinois in the Civil War, 2nd ed.. Victor Hicken
130. The First Michigan Infantry, vol 1 1861-1865.
131. The Life of Billy Yank, the Common Soldier of the Union. Bell Irvin Wiley
132. Pennsylvania Place Names. A. Howry Espenshade
133. History of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of East Pennsylvania.
136. The Vietnam Experience, 24 volumes. John Morocco
137. Our Finest Hour, Voices of the World War II Generation. Life Collector's Edition
138. From the Horrors of World War II to a Great Love Story. Edith Landis
139. Der Fuehrer, Hitler's Rise to Power. Konrad Heiden
140. Gettysburg. Elsie Singmaster
141. Johann Peter Hachenberg and Descendants. Roberta Albrecht & Jacqueline Rotering
142. The United States Air Force in Southeast Asia Tactical Airlift. Ray Bowers
143. The United States Air Force Special Studies Ideas & Weapons. I.B. Holley
145. Introduction to Civil war Photography. Ross Kelbaugh
146. An Age of Barns. Eric Sloane
148. Street Railways of Harrisburg. Richard Steinmetz & Harold Cox
149. The Command of the Air; Condensed Analysis of the 9th Air Force. Giulio Douhet; Office of Air Force History
150. Biographical Record of the Cemeteries of Beavertown. Charles Morgan
154. Samuel's United Church of Christ Biographical Cemetery Record. Charles Morgan
155. McClure Union Cemetery. Charles Morgan
156. Biographical Record of Troxelville Union Cemetery. Charles Morgan
157. St. John's Black Oak Ridge Biographical Cemetery Record. Charles Morgan
158. The History of Chester County, Pennsylvania 1881. J Futhey & Gilbert Copf
163. Minute Epics of Flight. Lumen Winter & Glenn Degner
164. The Distelfunk Country of the Pennsylvania Dutch. Mildred Jordan
165. Pennsylvania Fireside Tales, Vol. VII. Jeffrey Frazier
166. A Historical Account of the Schneider/Snider/Snyder Family. June Lutz
167. My Ancestors and Genealogical history of the Shambach Family. LeRoy Shambach
168. Journal of the Pennsylvania German Society, 4 Volumes.
170. Tombstone Inscriptions of Snyder County. GW Wagenseller
173. The Legend Begins, The Texas Rangers 1823-1845. Frederick Wilkins
175. Highroad to the Stake, A tale of Witchcraft. Michael Kunze
177. The Ultimate Guide to Tractors. Jim Glastonbury
179. Eric Sloane's Weather Book; Clouds, Air & Wind. Eric Sloane
180. John Deere Collectibles; The Toy and the Real McCoy. Brenda Kruse
185. Life of Napoleon, Vol 1 & 2. Baron Jomini
187. American Folk Tales and Legends. Neil Grant
188. An Illustrated History of Greater Harrisburg. Michael Barton
190. Snyder County Pennsylvania, from Pioneer Days to Present. Donald Housley, Ed.
191. Snyder County. Jim Campbell
193. The Germans in Colonial Times. Lucy F. Bittinger
194. 2004 Standard Catalog of Firearms, 14th ed.  Ned Schwing
196. Genealogical Data Relating to the German Settlers of Pennsylvania. Thomas Hollowak
197. The Archives, A Guide to the National Archives Field Branches. Loretto Dennis Szucs & Sandra Hargreaves Luebking
199. Memoirs of the Private and Public Life of William Penn. Thomas Clarkson
200. Vietnam: An American History DVD.
203. Zouaves, The First and the Bravest. Michael J McAfee
206. POW/MIA America's Missing Men, The Men We Left Behind. Chimp Robertson
207. Historical Book of Berrysburg and Mifflin Township.
211. Hardyston Memorial, A History of the Township and the North Presbyterian Church. Alanson A. Haines, Pastor
213. Bundling Prohibited!. A. Monroe Aurand, Jr
214. The Amazing Pennsylvania Canals. William H. Shank
216. Journey to Pennsylvania. Gottlieb Mittelberger
217. A Perry County Collection.
218. Snyder County Annals, Vol 2. George Wagenseller
221. Campaign Atlas to Wars of Napoleon. US Military Academy Dept of History
223. Gutenberg and the Art of Printing. Emily Pearson
224. The Revolution Remembered, Eyewitness Accounts of the War for Independence. John C. Dann
225. Benjamin Franklin Printer. John Clyde Oswald
227. On the Frontier with Colonel Antes. Edwin MacMinn
228. The Colosseum, Wonders of Man. Peter Quennell, Editors of Newsweek
229. History of the Early Settlement of the Juniata Valley. U.J. Jones
230. My Danville, Where the Bright Waters Meet. Arthur Foulke
231. History of the Northampton, Lehigh, Monroe, Carbon, & Schuylkill Counties. I. Daniel Rupp
232. "Uncle Jerry" Life and Public Services of Jeremiah M. Rusk. Henry Casson
235. Swiss and German Pioneer Settlers of Southeastern Pennsylvania. H. Frank Eshleman
239. Pennsylvania Political Governmental Military and Civil, 5 Volumes. Frederic Godcharles
240. The City of Washington, an Illustrated History. The Junior League of Washington
244. Combat Squadrons of the Air Force World War II. Mauer, ed.
247. The Hain Family, Descendents of George & Veronica Hain.
248. The Pennsylvania German Family Farm. Amos Long, Jr.
249. 18th Century Emigrants, Vol 1 The Northern Kraichgau. Annette Kunselman Burgert
250. Four Pennsylvania German Studies, Vol 3. Pennsylvania German Society
251. Pastors and People, Vol 1 & 2. Charles H. Glatfelter
257. Early Pennsylvania Births 1675-1875; Central PA Marriages 1700-1896. Charles A. Fisher
258. (30) 1930s Life Magazines.
260. That Ingenious Business, PA German Organ Builders. Raymond Brunner
261. The Moyer Family, A Brief history of the Family who Settled in Union Co. 1754. Rudolph Isaac Moyer
263. Pawling Genealogy. Albert Schoch Pawling
264. Descendants of Christopher Seebold I, Son of Lenhart Zebolt 1750-1975. Clarence & Margaret Seebold
265. The Genealogy of the Kaler Family 1825-1985. Pearl M. Kaler
266. Eberhart Genealogy 1971. Myron Eberhart
267. Index to the Annals of Buffalo Valley. Mary Belle Lontz
268. The Story of a County 1813-1963, Union County Sesquicentennial. Thomas Dean, Ed.
269. The Handy Book for Genealogists, 7th ed.. George Everton, Ed.
270. Adolf Hitler Volume 1. John Toland
271. Snyder County Pennsylvania, from Pioneer Days to Present. Donald Housley, Ed.
272. The Story of Snyder County, Official Souvenir Historical Book. Centennial Committee
274. Wills, Books 1 & 2 Union County Courthouse.
276. Blue's Bastards, A True Story of Valor Under Fire. Randy Herrod
277. Archives of the Pioneers of Tazewell County, Virginia. Netti Schreiner-Yantis
278. The Burnside Breech Loading Carbines. Edward A. Hull
279. The Camera at War. Jorge Lewinski
280. Saint Peter's Evangelical and Reformed Church of Lewisburg. Mary Belle Lontz
281. Union County, PA 1865-1965. Mary Belle Lontz
282. (Lot) American Experience in Vietnam; With God in a POW Camp, etc.. Cronkite, Santoli, & others
285. Martyrs Mirror. Thieleman J van Braght
286. Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee, An Indian History of the American West. Dee Brown
287. Famous Guns from the Winchester Collection. Hank Bowman
288. Handgunner's Guide. Chic Gaylord
292. Picture Book of the Continental Soldier. C. Keith Wilbur
294. Publications of the PA German Society, Vol 1. Ralph Wood & Frederick Weiser
298. Penn's Grandest Cavern (2). Henry W. Shoemaker
299. Early Pennsylvania and other Firearms and Edged Weapons. Henry W. Shoemaker
300. Mr. Daniels and the Grange. Eric Sloane & Edward Anthony
301. The Second Barrel. Eric Sloane
302. The Cracker Barrel. Eric Sloane
303. Diary of an Early American Boy Noah Blake 1805 (3). Eric Sloane
304. Ducks, Geese, & Swans of North America. Frank C. Bellrose
305. Trail of Tears Paths of Beauty, National Geographic. Joseph Bruchac
306. The Glories of Ireland. Dunn & Lennox
308. Ohio in the War, Generals & Soldiers Vol. 2 1861-1865. Whitelaw Reid
309. The Union Army, Organization and Operations Vol 1. Frank J. Welcher
311. The Killing Zone, My Life in the Vietnam War. Frederick Downs
314. We Were Soldiers Once...And Young. Moore & Galloway
315. One More Mission. Oliver L. North & David Roth
316. One Day In A Long War. Jeffrey Ethell & Alfred Price
317. 12, 20, & 5, A Doctor's Year In Vietnam. John A. Parrish M.D.
319. Giai Phong! The Fall and Liberation of Saigon. Tiziano Terzani
321. To Bear Any Burden. Al Santoli
322. Inside the VC and the NVA: The Real Story of North Vietnam's Armed Forces. Michael Lee Lanning & Dan Cragg
323. Slow Burn: The Rise and Bitter Fall of American Intelligence in Vietnam. Orrin Deforest & David Chanoff
324. People's Army of Vietnam: PAVN. Douglas Pike
325. History of the Evangelical Association Vol.1 & Vol.2. Yeakel
326. The Vietnamese Gulag. Doan Van Toal & David Chanoff
327. The Hatfield's and the McCosys. Virgil Carrington Jones
328. Everything We Had: An Oral History of Vietnam War By American Soldiers. Al Santoli
329. Friends of a Half Century 1840-1890. William Robinson
330. The Library of Bucknell University. J. Orin Oliphant
331. The Derr Family, 1750 to 1986. Wampler
334. The Yable Family in America. Doris Yable Geist
337. Iron Coffins, A Personal Account of the German U-Boat Battles of World War II. Herbert A. Werner
338. Picturesque Ireland. John Savage LL.D.
339. The Official History of the Fair: St. Louis, 1904. John Wesley Hanson
340. Archaeological Excavations at Kukulik. Geist & Rainey
341. American Heroes of Asian Wars. Dodd & Mead
342. Al Smith's Treasury of Hymn Histories. Alfred B. Smith
343. History of Lewisburg, 1886. I. H. Mauser
344. The History of White Deer Township, Colonial Days to Present. Arna Dershem
345. Survivors, Told in the Words of Nine American Prisoners of War. Zalin Grant
346. The Bridge at Dong Ha. John Grider Miller
347. The Raid. Benjamin F. Schemmer
348. Up Front. Bill Mauldin
349. Practical Black Smithing, The Original Classic in One Volume. M.T. Richardson
350. Captive Warriors, A Vietnam POW's Story. Sam Johnson and Jan Winebrenner
351. The Susquehanna. Carl Carmer
352. Revolution in China. Postcard Booklet
353. The History of the Seventy-Ninth Division. A.E.F.
354. Heimbachs Since the Civil War. Family News Network
355. 76th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. Keystone Zouaves
356. The Phoenix Program. Douglas Valentine
357. Pennsylvania Views 1850 - 1922. Leon J. Stoudt
358. Leather Bound Picture Album. No Pictures
359. Howe's Historical Collections of Ohio Vol. 1 & Vol. 2 (2). Henry Howe LL.D.
360. David Mead, Pennsylvania's Last Frontiersman. Robert D. Ilisevich
361. Arts of the Pennsylvania Dutch. Earl F. Robacker
362. After the Hero's Welcome, A POW Wife's Story of the Battle Against a New Enemy. Dorothy McDaniel
363. To All Kings Princes, Rulers, Governours, Bishops and Clergy, 1685. G.F.
366. Ships and Seamen of the American Revolution. Jack Coggins
367. This is Kentucky. Robert A. Powell
368. The Wild West: Companion Volume to the television Miniseries. Dee Brown
369. The Crimes of Patriots, A True Tale of Dope, Dirty Money, and the CIA. Jonathan Kwitny
370. The American Combat Aircraft and Helicopters of the Vietnam War. Portland House
371. US Army Special Forces 1952 - 84. Gordan L. Rottman & Ron Volstad
372. 55 Days, the Fall of South Vietnam. Alan Dawson
373. Harrap's Book of Codes, Ciphers, and Secret Languages. Fred B. Wrixon
374. Vietnam in Photographs and Text. Felix Greene
376. Viet Cong. Douglas Pike
377. I'm a Lucky One. Barry Sadler & Tom Mahoney
379. Inside the Green Berets, The First Thirty Years. Charles M. Simpson
381. Green Berets at War. Shelby L. Stanton
382. Vietnam: Images from Combat Photographers. Starwood
383. Touch of the Dutchland. Earl F. Robacker
384. Five Years to Freedom. Major James N. Rowe
387. Portrait of the Enemy. David Chanoff & Doan Van Toai
388. Vietnam Images from Combat Photographers. Starwood
392. The Romance of Irish Heroes. McCraith
393. History and Reminiscences of Penns Creek and Center Township, Snyder County Pennsylvania. Emma Jean Mattern
394. Amnesty International Report on Torture. Farrar, Straus, & Giroux
395. Prisoners Of War. A.J. Barker
397. Above London. Robert Cameron & Alistair Cooke
398. 2355 Days: A POW's Story. Spike Nasmyth
399. Six Years in Hell. Jay R. Jensen
400. Voices From Vietnam. Barry Denenberg
401. Over the Beach, The Air War in Vietnam. Zalin Grant
402. The Corsican. R. M. Johnston
404. Newspaper Accounts of the Death of Arthur M. Beachy. Newspaper
405. The Look of the Old West. William Foster-Harris
406. FM 21-26 Map Reading, March 1956. Department of the Army
407. The Fatherland with Reference to Pennsylvania. Sachse
411. We Came to Help. Monika Schwinn & Bernhard Diehl
412. The Tunnels of Cu Chi. Tom Mangold & John Penycate
413. Trial by Fire: The 1972 Easter Offensive, America's Last Vietnam Battle. Dale Andrade
415. The Pennsylvania Barn. Robert F. Ensminger
416. Collecting Antique Tools. Herbert P. Kean & Emil S. Pollak
417. Chinese Ivory Sculpture. Warren E. Cox
418. The Immigration of the Irish Quakers into Pennsylvania 1682-1750. Albert Cook Myers
419. Polygamy, Or the Mysteries and Crimes of Mormonism. J.H. Beadle
420. Outdoor Pastimes of an American Hunter. Theodore Roosevelt
423. The Hiding Place. Corrie ten Boom
424. One Yankee Station, the Naval Air War over Vietnam. John B. Nichols
426. Facing the Phoenix, The CIA and the Political Defeat of the United States in Vietnam. Zalin Grant
429. The Rise and Fall of an American Army. Shelby L. Stanton
431. Roosevelt's African Trip, Illustrated. Frederick William Unger
432. BAT-21, The enemy was determined to capture Hambleton at any cost. This is the incredible true story of his fight for survival. William C. Anderson
433. The Nautilus 1927,33,34,35,36 (5). Mifflinburg Yearbooks
435. Theodore Roosevelt, His Life and Work. Frederick E. Drinker
437. German Army Uniforms and Insignia 1933-1945. Brian L. Davis
438. The Scotch Irish in America Congress 1889,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,1900,01(10). The Scotch-Irish Society of America
439. Caspar Schwenckfeld, Reluctant Radical. R. Emmet McLaughlin
441. Minnesota History Vol. 12,13,14,15,17,19,20,21,22 (9). Minnesota Historical Society
442. Hoosier Cabients. Philip D. Kennedy
443. Washington A Biography Vol.1,2,3 (6). Benson J. Lossing
444. Marilyn Among Friends. Sam Shaw & Norman Rosten
445. The Spirit of Seventy-Six. Commager & Morris
446. George Washington 1762-1777. Rupert Hughes
447. The Complete Jefferson, Padover. Duell, Sloan, & Pearce
450. Chester Country, A Traveler’s Album. Eugene L. DiOrio
451. History of Centre & Clinton Counties, Pennsylvania 1883. Linn
454. American Campaigns. Steele
456. Northumberland County in the American Revolution. Northumberland County Historical Society
457. Amish Society. John A. Hostetler
458. The German Element in the United States. Albert Bernhardt Faust
461. Paper Soldiers, the American Press and the Vietnam War. Clarence R. Wyatt
462. From the Shadow of Death, Stories of POWs. J.M. Heslop & Dell R. Van Orden
463. Works of Josephus. Flavius Josephus
464. Code of Honor, Shot down over North Vietnam he refused to accept defeat and led the only organized escape from Hanoi prison... Lieut. Col. John A. Dramesi, USAF
467. Military Policy of the Untitled States. Upton
470. Rolling Thunder. Mark Berent
471. History of Chester County. Heathcote
472. The Story of Snyder County. Dunkelberger
474. The Indian Wars of Pennsylvania . C. Hale Sipe
475. Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Franklin Ellis & Samuel Evans
476. Place Names of Northampton County, Pennsylvania. James & Linda Wright
477. Ivory, A History and Collector’s Guide. Thames and Hudson
478. The Slaughter of the Jews in the Ukraine in 1919. Thomas Seltzer
479. Chester County (4) books. Various
480. History of Perry County Pennsylvania. H.H. Hain
481. Grange Melodies. James L. Orr, A.M.
482. The Pennsylvania Germans. Graiff, Kollmorgen, Stine, Wook, Shryock, etc.
484. Welsh Settlement of Pennsylvania . Campbell
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